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Abstract
Cryptocurrencies are a modern kind of financial instrument (Hudson & Urquhart, 2019),
the first cryptocurrency is Bitcoin , proposed by who called Satoushi Nakamato (2008), as
The open source was created on the proof-of-concept principle that transactions can be securely
treated on a decentralized peer to peer network without the need for a central clearinghouse,
which appeared 2009 ( Heid, 2013). The success of the bitcoin blazes a trail to what called
‘Altcoin” this expression means all the cryptocurrencies that set in motion after the victory of
the bitcoin, these coins sell themselves as the best alternatives for the bitcoin
(FRANKENFIELD, 2020) . There are many types for the altcoin. The third type of the
cryptocurrency is called Tokens Unlike Bitcoin and Altcoins, tokens are not able to activate
independently and are dependent on the grid of another cryptocurrency. That means they do
not have their own core DLT or blockchain, but instead, are built on top of an existing
cryptocurrency’s blockchain (Types of cryptocurrencies: explaining the major types of cryptos,
2019).
The worth of bitcoin doesn’t depend on any tangible asset or economies of the countries
while it is based upon the security of an algorithm which traces all transactions (Hudson &
Urquhart, 2019). The studies determine the number of the bitcoin price development in the
long -run (Ciaian, Rajcaniova, & Kancs, 2018):
• Market forces of the Bitcoin supply and demand
• The bitcoin’s attractiveness for the investors
• The influence of global macro-financial developments
If you're forming an investment strategy designed to help you trail long-term financial
intentions, understanding the relationship between company size, return potential, and risk is
vital. (Market cap—or market capitalization—refers to the total value of all a company's shares
of stock, 2017) .Hence , Manifested importance a cryptocurrency’s market capitalization as the
total values of all coins currently in circulation. the cryptocurrency’s market cap contains
what’s called Bitcoin Dominance that is the ratio between the market cap of bitcoin to other
coins of the cryptocurrency markets (jacobcanfield, 2019) .
Cryptocurrency trade is attractive type of investment. this market treated the same of the
foreign exchange and stock market ( Radityo, Munajat, & Budi, 2017). The investors using the
same basic in investment (buy low, sell high) but they need to calculating the risks
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AN INTRODUCTION OF TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
There are many of trading strategies, broadly divided into: technical and fundamental
( Fang, et al., 2020) .Market technical analysis consider one of the common methods used
from the investors to calculate investment risks ( Radityo, Munajat, & Budi, 2017). The
technical analysis is a practice employed to forecasts’ the investments and identify trading
chances by analyzing statistical trends gathered from the historical price information’s on a
particular asset in order to make forecasting to the futures direction of said asset, such as price
movement and volume (Technical Analysis, 2020) .
When talking about the technical analysis , the most improtant to know that this consider
about merge of the art and science to forcasting the future price movement by examination the
Past and historical price movement .The art represented by drawing support and resistance
areas , triangles, chart patterns ..etc. While the science using the mathematical equations that
become as indicators that give the users signals lead them to buy and sell points.
Firstly, will talking about types of chart , charts are used as the working tools of the
technical analysis to plot the price movemnet in pictorial form . It contains of two axis ( time
and price ) . the most popular types of the charts ( line chart, bar chart, candlesticks charts).
While line chart are formed by connnecting of the closing price of the commodities over a
specified time period , bar chart is the most popular type to see the price action of a
commodities as follow ( the top of each one of the bar consider the highest price in the period
, the bottom of the bar consider the lowest price traded in the period , the left tick is the open
price traded during the period and the right tick consider the closing price traded during the
period) usually bar chart used to predict the trends during a longer time frame ( long-term),
the third type is candlestick chart that provide visual insight to current market pscyology, like
a bar chart can use it in multiple time frame ( minute , hour , day , week, year ) but it gives
more information about the market pscycology , If the candlestick opening priceis higher than
the closing price, it means a bearish or selling sentiment, if the candlestick opening price is
lower than the closing price, it means a bullish market in that time frame and a buying
sentiment. usually it’s used for the short trading with another tools to determine the enter and
exit plots .
Commonly , technical analysis fit into four types as follows : volume , volatility , trend
,momentum. Where each one of those follow one of two categories: lagging and leading
indicators .Where lagging indicators are those who follow the price action , while leading
indicators are those who lead the price movement (Different Types of Trading Indicators:
Trend, Momentum, Volatility and Volume, 2020). Where we can define the four types as
follows:
• Volume indicators: Those indicators that calculate the transactions and define which of
the bears or bulls controlling on the market, this type of indicators can use for the both (leading
and lagging). Where referring to the number of the contract or shares traded in entire market
during the given period, where high volume is signal of high liquidity. From which indicators
belong to volume (Accumulation/distribution index, money flow index MFI, on balance
volume OBV, volume price trend VPT and force index FI). It’s worth noting that volume
affected by the dark pool where designed to make the exchange order anonymous to avoid the
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slipping of prices from speculators, as such the decentralized dark pool in growth where it’s
available in two of the biggest crypto exchange platforms (Bitfnex, Kraken)
 Volume measures the number of contracts traded in the future options
 Volume can be an indicator of the market health
 When the price goes down while the volume high that indicator on gathering strength
to downtrend
 A sudden increase in the volume may indicator to probability increasing in the price
 Strong moves of the trend hand by hand with trading volume it can be measure of the
strength
• Volatility indicators: This type of indicators looking for the changes in the share price
in determined period. Where the faster prices change have higher volatility and vice versa. The
indicators that belong to the volatility type (average true range ATR, Bollinger bands,
Donchian channel, Keltner channels)
 When the asset has high volatility will drifting away from its average direction
 When the asset has low volatility will respect the average direction
• Trend indicators: Trend indicators analyze whether a market is moving up, down, or
sideways over time(lagging). The indicators that belong to Trend type (Average Directional
Index, Ichimoku Kinkō Hyō , Moving Average Convergence/Divergence MACD ,Mass
Index,Moving Average ,Parabolic SAR, TRIX,Vortex Indicator VI,Know Sure Thing
Oscillator KST)
 Consider the key to determine the overall direction of the share
 Based on the higher highs, higher lows for uptrend, and lower highs, lower lows for
down trend
 Multiple time frame analysis help to clearing the picture, where may some of the trends
in the smallest time frame be seasonal while others be cyclical .It’s important to looking for
the Fibonacci retracement with trend indicators, to ride other traders that depend on the
retracement levels in their trading.
• Momentum indicators: This type of indicators used to get on better understanding of
the rate and speed of the price of the assets changes. The indicators that belong to Momentum
type (Relative Strength Index Stochastic Oscillator, Williams %R, moving average
convergence divergence MACD, Average Directional Index ADX)
 Shows the movement of the price and the strength of the movement
 Shows the points that probably the price will reverse from it(university, 2020)
Don’t forget that art consider as important part of the technical analysis, where many of
the traders and experts claim the chart patterns is enough to make good trading and get on high
profit. Those the popularized by Edward and Magee pattern that the most of the traders use it
(head and shoulders, trend lines, Double top and Double bottom, cup and handle, Triple top
and Triple bottom, broadening top, Price channels, Triangle, wedge pattern, Flag and pennant
patterns and Elitte patterns). As such when talking about the mathematical notation will
remember Fibonacci numbers and Gann angles to determine the support and resistance levels
and future price move.
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METHOD
Merge four of the indicator types ( volatility , momentum , volume , trend )
Here will apply the merging using average true range , relative index , money flow index
and average directional index
ADX
+DI

-DI

ADX

ATR (MODIFIED CONSTANT)
LONG 0.3549 SHORT 0.5691
During 31th Dec 2019 to 04th Jan 2020 the simple bullish divergence observed in both
RSI and MFI indicators as well -DI starting to moving down with ADX line that giving
sentiment to rising probability on the price by calculating the entry price using ATR indicator
according our modified calculation where the constant number is equal 0.3549 where the lower
price of 04th Jan is equal 0.00002612 while the ATR line is equal 0.00000067 , that giving us
the entry price on 0.00002636 on the 5th Jan then when calculating the target price according
wielder constant 3.1 the result was 0.00002844 that what happened actually on the chart where
the candelistick hitting this price on the chart at 6th Jan . hence , AD observe approved for all
our chosen indicators .
İn 6th Jan +DI line cross over -DI while ADX line starting to decrease from 41 to 40.3
in the same day if you looking for MFI indicator where symbol A determined (MFI line
exceeds 80 that means there is oversold) in the same day looking for RSI where it’s still under
60 degree resistance. Hence , by looking for MFI oversold and 60 resistance of RSI and
decreasing of the ADX line the move down is predictable . By using modified constant of short
ATR 0.5691 and looking for highest of the candlestick thats equal 0.00002968 as well ATR
line is equal 0.00000087 to determine entry short price that’s equal 0.00002828 after that using
wielder constant 3.1 , the target price is equal 0.00002558, the candelistick actually hitting
that’s price in 8th Jan . Hence , A approved for all our chosen indicators.
During 6th Jan -31st Jan +DI above -DI as well ADX line above 25 , otherside MFI
shaping bullish divergence as well RSI shaping the same divergence as it’s clarified by symbol
BD . Hence , there is probability to rising price . Using our ATR equation to determine entry
price where lowest price is equal 0.00002513 and ATR line is equal 0.00000100 the enty price
is equal 0.00002548 then calculate the target price by constant 3.1 to have a result 0.00002858
that’s actually hitting it on 4th Feb .
4th Feb it’s obsreved that RSI line exceeds 60 line that’s giving sence to upward direction
, as well the ADX indicator approve it and MFI rising in thes ame time that price rising . Hence
we decides to enter long trade . Using the same ATR startegy to determining entry price where
lowest price equal 0.00002694 and ATR line equal 0.00000109 the result of entry price is
equal to 0.00002733 that’s actually the price down to hitting this dot in 10th Feb . It’s
interesting to know the price rising exactly from this dot . Where RSI line reversing form 50
line support to hitting our target price that’s equal 0.00003071 in 13th Feb to getting on the
profit more than 12%. To register another victory to this strategy.
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Between 12th Feb and 14th Feb RSI indicator enter to oversold zone above of 70 that’s
indicate to probability of reversal trend in case of the indicator exit this zone, actually that’s
what happened during 15th Feb, other signal form ADX line where +DI starting to
rapprochement with -DI as well ADX Line decrease in the value, from MFI side during 15th
FEB the indicator go down in the same direction of the price to getting on three indicates about
short happening. To calculate the entry price using ATR strategy (highest = 0.00003355, ATR
= 0.00000164, modified short constant =0.5691, wielder constant =3.1) to getting on the entry
price that’s equal 0.00003010 then getting on target price of short trade 0.00002502 that’s what
happened actually where the price hit this point in 8th Mar to get on 20% profit , observe that
RSI line cross down 60 during 16th Feb and cross down the hot resistance line 50 during 24th
Feb as well -DI cross over +DI in 25th Feb to make sure about our destination toward-down
during our short trade between 15th Feb and 8th Mar to register another victory for this strategy.
During 27th Feb -8th Mar the simple bullish divergence observed for both RSI and MFI
where the indicators giving lower high signal while price chart giving lower low signal as well
ADX line give 21.05 that’s give impression for a strength of the destination. By using our STR
trading strategy where (lowest = 0.00002539, ATR =0.00000117, modified long constant
=0.3549., constant = 3.1). To calculate the entry price where the result is equal =0.00002581
in 9th Mar then calculate the target price where it’s equal =0.00002944. actually, that target
hitting the top of the swing as it’s shown on the price chart during 13th Mar. Where through
monitor the trading case, the trader can observe +DI cross over -DI during 11th Mar to sure
about the right of destination.
During 13th Mar – 15th Mar where symbol C determined on both MFI AND RSI
indicators , the reader can see oversold indicating by MFI where it’s exceed 80 and reverse
from the maturation zone while RSI indicator can’t break 60 line that’s represent strong
resistance in down ward destination . Using ATR startegy to determine entry price as well
target price in short trading where (highest= 0.00003 , ATR= 0.00000158 , modified constant
=0.5691 , constant = 3.1 ) after calculating entry price it’s equal =0.00002910 ,as well during
17th Mar -DI cross over +DI to ensure about downawrd destintion where the entry trade
happened during 16th Mar then by calculating target price that’s equal 0.0000242 that’s
actually where it go during 24th Mar .to getting on 20% profit .
During 26th Mar -28th Mar the reader can see hidden divergence between price chart and
MFI indicator where price chart rising while MFI indicator in decrease case that giving sense
to reversal to down and weakness in direction . In the same time the reader can observe RSI in
20-60 as well it’s can’t to brekought the resistance 60 as well ADX line decrease in the value
under 20 that’s give impression to weakness of the direction . Hence we decided to enter short
trade depeding on the RSI level as well the resistance line on price chart using ATR strategy .
Where (highest =0.00002812 , ATR=0.00000151 , Modified constant = 0.5691 , constant = 3.1
) after calculating entry zone price it’s equal = 0.00002726 during 30th Mar then by calculating
target price that’s eequal 0.00002258 that’s actually hit that price during 7th May.
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Fig

A.R.M.A

Source: Trading view, 2020

Conclusion
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When we talk about indicators we classifed it to four types ( trend , momentum, volume
, volatility ) . the most of the indicators need to merge with other, there are indicators used for
determine the entry, other need to determine the exit price. But we modified ATR constant to
getting on the right entry price, informally this indicator using for determine exit price using
solver to rapprochement the numbers of MAPE error to interval (zero – 5%) look at Fig3.8.1.1.
and merged it with other indicators to determine the right direction movement, momentum and
volume then using wielder constant 3.1 to determine the exit price on daily time-frame. Where
after combined Average True Range with relative strength index, money flow and directional
movement (look at Fig A.R.M. A) we observed the accurate of this strategy where after
checkup we can see the strongest of those merged indicators on crypto market.
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